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Dear Persons,

I have comments about the proposed creation of another Nuclear power plant in my neighborhood. This placement of yet another facility in Monroe County, Michigan

Placement of yet another Nuclear plant would create more atmospheric warming and moisture in the air over the immediate area. The additional snow and rain resi

Nuclear power plants are bad neighbors. Usually when a Neighborhood deteriorates, a Blight is declared and the structures are torn down and the land reclaimed. When the Midwest had a four day power outage I had a Revelation. Sitting in my dark home, looking at the Nuclear power plant Towers in Newport Michigan it was

Someone in Authority is not thinking clearly. As I understand, the Nation has a long term goal of Zero population growth. The Region has many empty homes and c

I realize you deal with only Nuclear plant decisions, but as an example for Renewable power; someone wants to put a Wind farm in Monroe County, Michigan too! T

Respectfully Submitted,

R.E. Lankford